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Abstract—The implications of the main components of dynamic
bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithms in ethernet passive optical
networks, namely grant scheduling framework, grant sizing, and
grant scheduling, have to date been examined in isolation. In
contrast, we conduct a comprehensive throughput-delay com-
parison study of the three main DBA components; whereby, for
each of the DBA components, we consider a range of common
mechanisms. Our comparison study considers a number of novel
combinations of mechanisms for the individual DBA algorithms,
such as the double-phase polling (DPP) scheduling framework
combined with limited with excess distribution grant sizing, and
shortest propagation delay (SPD) first scheduling. We find that
this (DPP, Limited with excess, SPD) combination in conjunction
with a novel excess sharing mechanism outperforms previously
studied DBA algorithms.

Index Terms—Ethernet passive optical network (EPON), grant
scheduling, grant sizing, packet delay, propagation delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithms [1]–[7]
for the upstream channel from the optical network units

(ONUs) to the optical line terminal (OLT) of ethernet passive
optical networks (EPONs) have received considerable interest
from the research community over the past several years. During
this period of time, DBA algorithms have been reduced to three
subproblems: 1) grant scheduling framework, 2) grant sizing,
and 3) grant scheduling [2].
During this reductionist period, these subproblems along with

the problem of packet scheduling inside ONUs (referred to as
intra-ONU scheduling [8]) have been studied almost indepen-
dently. In most cases, the solutions to two of the subproblems
were fixed while one was varied. For instance, a few studies
[9]–[13] have focused on the overall scheduling framework that
triggers bandwidth allocation decisions. Many studies have fo-
cused on sizing the bandwidth grants for the individual ONUs
[1], [14]–[22], while others have primarily focused on sched-
uling the sized grants [23]–[32].
With this study, we wish to usher in a new synergistic era

for DBA algorithm research by exploring the three dimensional
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design space of DBA algorithms whereby each of the three sub-
problems is a dimension in the design space. This is the first
study of its kind. Several of the combinations of algorithms in
the design space that we explore are novel DBA algorithms.
Importantly, some of these novel DBA algorithms outperform
all previously proposed DBA algorithms. For instance, com-
bining the double-phase polling (DPP) scheduling framework
[9], [10] with limited with excess distribution grant sizing [14],
[33] and shortest propagation delay (SPD) first scheduling [32]
achieves better throughput delay performance than previously
examined DBA algorithms. Further building on this (DPP, Lim-
ited with excess, SPD) DBA algorithm, we propose a novel ex-
cess bandwidth sharing strategy that further significantly im-
proves throughput-delay performance.
We focus on DBA mechanisms with a single thread in this

paper, i.e., an ONU is polled once per cycle. Polling with mul-
tiple threads, which has recently been proposed for long-reach
EPONs [34], may alleviate long propagation delays, but intro-
duces additional guard times and complexities for adaptively
controlling the appropriate spacing between the different
threads. In contrast, in this study, we examine low-complexity
single-thread polling mechanisms.
Throughout, we consider single-channel EPONs with dif-

ferent propagation distance ranges so that our results provide
insights both for standard distance EPONs as well as long-reach
EPONs [34], [35].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we de-

scribe the three dimensional DBA algorithm design space.
In Section III, we describe our novel proposal for excess
bandwidth distribution for the DPP scheduling framework.
In Section IV, we present an extensive delay and maximum
achievable channel utilization performance analysis of a wide
range of DBA algorithms derived from the three dimensional
design space, including several novel combinations. Finally,
we summarize our conclusions in Section V.

II. DBA ALGORITHM DESIGN SPACE

We classify and identify DBA algorithms along the three de-
sign dimensions of:
1) grant scheduling framework, which is characterized by the
event triggering a bandwidth allocation,

2) grant sizing policy, which determines the size (duration) of
the upstream transmission window allocated to an ONU,
and

3) grant scheduling policy, which determines the temporal
order of several simultaneously scheduled transmission
windows.
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Thus, we identify a DBA algorithm by the following triple:
(grant scheduling framework, grant sizing policy, grant sched-
uling policy).

A. Grant Scheduling Framework

The grant scheduling framework determines when the OLT
makes access decisions and send transmission grants to ONUs.
We can differentiate the scheduling frameworks according to
the event during an arbitrary granting cycle that triggers the pro-
duction of a granted transmission window schedule for the next
granting cycle.
1) Online—triggered by the receipt of a REPORT from any
ONU, only that ONU is scheduled.

2) Offline—triggered by the receipt of REPORTs from all
ONUs, all ONUs are scheduled.

3) ONU Load Status (OLS) [14]—triggered by the receipt of
a REPORT from any ONU, if the REPORT is less than a
guaranteed minimum the ONU is scheduled immediately
otherwise it is scheduled when REPORTs from all ONUs
have been received.

4) Double Phase Polling (DPP) [9], [10]—ONUs are parti-
tioned into two independent groups. Within each group, a
schedule is triggered by the receipt of REPORTs from all
ONUs in the group, all ONUs in the group are scheduled.

More precise analytical definitions of these frameworks can
be found in the Appendix.

B. Grant Sizing Policy

The grant sizing policy determines the size (duration) of
ONU ’s granted transmission window during the next
granting cycle . The following general grant sizing policies
have been proposed and evaluated in the literature [1], [2].
1) Fixed, the granted transmission window is a fixed size
2) Gated, the granted transmission window size equals the
queue depth reported at the end of the upstream
transmission of ONU in cycle

3) Limited, the granted transmission window size equals the
previously reported queue depth not to exceed a fixed limit

1) Limited With Excess Distribution: Limited grant sizing
can be augmented with a technique called excess distribution
[14], [33]. With this technique, in each cycle , ONUs are
divided into two sets: underloaded ONUs with

, and overloaded ONUs with
. The underloaded ONUs receive a grant to

satisfy their REPORT

(1)

and contribute their excess bandwidth to a pool of excess band-
width credits for the granting cycle

(2)

The overloaded ONUs receive a grant that will include some
portion of the excess bandwidth accumulated from the under-
loaded ONUs. Let be the amount of excess bandwidth

distributed to ONU in granting cycle ; with equitable excess
division [14], [33]

(3)

When controlled excess allocation [33] is used, ONUs receive
a grant no larger than their reported queue depth, i.e.,

(4)

whereby, the unused excess bandwidth occurring when
is ignored. In contrast, iter-

ative excess allocation [33] accumulates the difference
into for distribution to other

overloaded ONUs.
As indicated in (2), must be computed after the OLT

receives reported queue depths from all ONUs at the
end of their transmission windows during granting cycle .
When using an online scheduling framework, the grant size of
each ONU for the next granting cycle is determined without
consideration of the reported queue depths of other ONUs. As
a result, the computation of is not possible, and therefore,
excess bandwidth distribution cannot be supported when using
an online scheduling framework unless an alternative method
of accumulating excess bandwidth credits is devised. This pos-
sibility was investigated in [18], but the proposed method of
accumulating excess bandwidth credits could lead to very large
granting cycle lengths that will degrade performance.
When using an offline scheduling framework, the trans-

mission grants for all ONUs are determined after the OLT
receives , readily supporting the computation of

. However, an offline scheduling framework does not
interleave polling across granting cycles and will result in an
idle upstream channel time between granting cycles.
An OLS scheduling framework exploits the fact [see (1)],

that the grant size for an underloaded ONU only depends on
that ONU’s reported queue depth [36]. This permits, if there are
underloaded ONUs, some interleaved polling across granting
cycles that will fill in the idle gap between granting cycles.

C. Grant Scheduling Policy

The grant scheduling policy determines how multiple ONU
transmission windows are ordered during a granting cycle.
When the OLT uses an online scheduling framework, a grant
scheduling policy cannot be used, since only one ONU is
scheduled at a time. When the OLT uses an OLS scheduling
framework, a scheduling policy only applies to the overloaded
ONUs. The following are some grant scheduling policies that
have been proposed and evaluated in the literature.
1) Shortest grant or shortest processing time (SPT) first [37]
orders the ONUs in ascending order by grant size

2) Largest number of frames (LNF) first [11] orders the ONUs
in descending order by number of queued frames

3) Shortest propagation delay (SPD) first [32] orders the
ONUs in ascending order by round-trip propagation delay.
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III. EXCESS CREDIT ACCUMULATION FOR THE DPP
SCHEDULING FRAMEWORK

Excess bandwidth distribution has not yet been investigated
for use with the DPP scheduling framework. Given that DPP
creates two independent groups of ONUs that are polled sepa-
rately, a natural proposal is to accumulate, divide, and allocate
excess bandwidth separately within each group.
Let be the total excess bandwidth credits from

polling group during granting cycle be the set
of underloaded ONUs within polling group during granting
cycle , and be the set of overloaded ONUs within
polling group during granting cycle . Then, within each
group

(5)

This method restricts the number of ONUs that share bandwidth
to half the total number of ONUs, thereby limiting statistical
multiplexing.
To mitigate this limitation, we propose to share excess

bandwidth credits between the two groups. If unused credits
are simply forwarded from one group to the next, the cycle
length will become unbounded. To prevent this, an excess
credit sharing mechanism must limit the forwarding of excess
credits. Our mechanism limits forwarding to the immediately
next polling group, e.g., polling group 2 in cycle can
forward credits to polling group 1 in cycle , but these credits
cannot be forwarded on to polling group 2 in cycle .
Formally, let denote the excess credits forwarded by

group 1 in cycle to group 2 in cycle , and let denote
the excess credits forwarded by group 2 in cycle to group 1 in
cycle . The total excess credits for a group are
those accumulated within that group (5) plus those for-
warded from the preceding group. Specifically, the total excess
credits for groups 1 and 2 during granting cycle are

(6)

(7)

and these total credits are considered in the excess
division and allocation according to (3) and (4) to obtain the
grant sizes for the overloaded ONUs .
Our mechanism prevents a polling group from forwarding

credits that the group received from the preceding group. Only
excess credits (5) accumulated within a polling group
within a given cycle can be forwarded to the next group.

Therefore,

(8)

This sharing mechanism bounds the “lifetime” of excess
credits to the group in which they are accumulated and the next
group (i.e., a full granting cycle). As a result, the cycle length is

bounded. Specifically, the new upper bound on the cycle length
is 50 % larger than with no sharing. To reduce this upper bound
increase, we can parameterize this sharing approach to limit
the number of forwarded credits. In our experiments, we refer
to this mechanism for excess bandwidth credit accumulation as
Excess:Share.
We briefly contrast the Excess:Share mechanism that we pro-

pose for DPP [9] with the bandwidth sharing mechanisms in
multithread polling [34]. DPP splits the ONUs into two groups
and thus restricts the sharing of excess bandwidth to ONUs
within a given group. The proposed Excess:Share mechanism
overcomes this restriction and permits all ONUs to share excess
bandwidth over the time period of one full polling (granting)
cycle. In contrast, multithread polling temporally interleaves
multiple polling processes (threads), whereby each thread polls
all ONUs. Thus, within a given thread, excess bandwidth can be
shared by all ONUs, i.e., multithread polling does not impose
restrictions on bandwidth sharing among ONUs within a given
thread. However, multithread polling introduces the challenge
of sharing bandwidth among the multiple interleaved threads,
which requires adaptive thread tuning mechanisms [34].

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Setup

We conducted a set of simulation experiments to compare the
packet delay and maximum achievable channel utilization of
the following DBA algorithms in the three dimensional design
space:
1) (Online, Limited)
2) ({Offline, DPP}, Limited, {LNF, SPD})
3) ({Offline, OLS, DPP}, Excess, {LNF, SPD})
4) (DPP, Excess:Share, SPD)
We use an EPON simulator that we have developed using the

CSIM discrete event simulation library [38]. We simulated an
EPONwith a channel capacity, Gb/s and ONUs.
We varied the maximum propagation delay to represent three
different EPON reaches: 1 to 10 km (6.67 to 50 s), 1 to 50
km (6.67 to 250 s), and 1 to 100 km (6.67 to 500 s) (in [32],
we illustrate the feasibility of these ranges in practical EPON
architectures). A quad modal packet size distribution was used
for all simulation experiments: 60% 64 bytes, 4% 300 bytes,
11% 580 bytes, and 25% 1518 bytes. We set the guard time,

s, and bytes (i.e., 61.5 s), , i.e.,
ms. Initially, each ONU is assigned a

grant size to accommodate only the REPORT message.

B. DBA Model and Notation

For the interpretation of the simulation results, we employ
the DBA model notation in Table I. The critical quantity for
the packet delay interpretation is the channel idle time
which based on the definitions in Table I is

(9)

Toward the evaluation of , we examine the start time
of the arrival of the upstream transmission of the th
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TABLE I
NOTATION OF THE DBA MODEL

ONU in granting cycle . At the earliest, this upstream trans-
mission can begin to arrive a guard time after the arrival of the
end of the preceding upstream transmission, i.e., with the no-
tation in Table I, no earlier than . Furthermore, this up-
stream transmission of the th ONU in cycle can arrive no
earlier than the time instant when the scheduling deci-
sion for this upstream transmission was made, plus the time du-
ration for GATE transmission and subsequent round trip
propagation (of GATE from OLT to ONU and upstream trans-
mission from ONU to OLT). Based on these two constraints

(10)

Inserting (10) in (9) gives

(11)

whereby, we defined for notational convenience the schedule
notification delay

(12)

Note that if the constraint determines the arrival start
time , then the channel idle time is the guard time, i.e.,

. On the other hand, if the constraint
determines , then the channel idle time depends

on the GATE signaling delay , which starts to elapse
at the instant of the scheduling decision ; however, the
channel is occupied by the upstream transmission of the pre-
ceding ONU up to time instant for the first ONU

in cycle and for the subsequent ONUs
, reducing the idle time. Expressions for

TABLE II
AVERAGE PACKET DELAY VALUES (IN MILLISECONDS), EXPRESSED AS (CI
LOWER BOUND, AVERAGE, CI UPPER BOUND). (a) 50 s MAX. PROP. DELAY,
I.E., UP TO 10 KM AND (B) 500 s MAX. PROP. DELAY, I.E., UP TO 100 KM

and for the different scheduling frameworks are pro-
vided in the Appendix and are employed for the interpretation
of the packet delay in Section IV-C2.

C. Packet Delay

Fig. 1 shows the average packet delay values for the 12 dif-
ferent DBA algorithms for the three different EPON reach con-
figurations. DBA algorithms with limited grant sizing are in the
left column of the figure and those with limited with excess dis-
tribution grant sizing are in the right column. Table II records
the delay values for two specific load points.
We first summarize and then elaborate on our primary obser-

vations from the experimental data in Fig. 1 and Table II.
1) Limited with excess distribution grant sizing results in a
very significant reduction in average packet delay com-
pared to limited grant sizing. The difference increases with
increasing maximum propagation delay. Our new method
of sharing excess credits among polling groups within the
DPP scheduling framework reduces average packet delay
even further compared to not sharing the excess credits.

2) The SPD scheduling policy results in much lower average
queueing delay than the LNF scheduling policy; especially
with the offline scheduling framework. This difference in-
creases significantly with increasing maximum propaga-
tion delay.

3) The DPP scheduling framework results in an average
queueing delay very close to the online scheduling frame-
work.
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Fig. 1. Average packet delay for different combinations of (grant scheduling framework, grant sizing policy, grant scheduling policy) for three different propaga-
tion delay ranges. (a) Limited, 50 s max. prop. delay (i.e., up to 10 km). (b) Excess, 50 s maximum propagation delay (i.e., up to 10 km). (c) Limited, 250 s
maximum propagation delay (i.e., up to 50 km). (d) Excess, 250 s maximum propagation delay (i.e., up to 50 km). (e) Limited, 500 s maximum propagation
delay (i.e., up to 100 km). (f) Excess, 500 s maximum propagation delay (i.e., up to 100 km).

4) For long-reach EPON, the packet delay difference between
theworst algorithmand the best algorithm is quite dramatic.
This dramatic difference illustrates the significant impact
DBA algorithms can have on packet delay performance.

1) Observation 1: Limited with excess distribution grant
sizing provides lower average queueing delay because grant
sizes of limited with excess distribution for overloaded ONUs as
given by (4) are larger than or equal to the grant sizes

with limited grant sizing. Increased grant
sizes means that more queued packets can be dequeued and
transmitted during the next granting cycle after they are RE-

PORTed. As a result, average queueing delay are lower when
using limited with excess distribution grant sizing.
Although limited with excess distribution grant sizing allows

for large grant sizes to overloaded ONUs, the cycle length upper
bound is still approximately 2 ms (the true cycle length also ac-
commodates the idle periods between grants). For our excess
credit sharing mechanism, it is 50% larger, 3 ms. Our simula-
tion experiments confirmed that the maximum cycle length was
2 ms for limited with excess distribution grant sizing and be-
tween 2.8 and 3 ms for our new excess credit sharing mecha-
nism, Excess:Share.
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From the experimental data in Table II, we can quantify the
differences in average delay among the various DBA algo-
rithms. For a load of 0.7 Gb/s and an EPON reach up to 100 km
(DPP, Limited, SPD) yields an average queueing delay of 25.84
ms, whereas our novel (DPP, Excess:Share, SPD) yields an
average queueing delay of 3.93 ms, a dramatic 85% decrease.
For the same presented load, (Offline, Excess, SPD) yields an
average queueing delay of 4.81 ms; (DPP, Excess:Share, SPD)
provides a 19% decrease.
Also, for the 0.7 Gb/s load, (DPP, Excess, SPD) yields an

average queueing delay of 4.39 ms; (DPP, Excess:Share, SPD)
provides an 11% decrease.With a presented load of 0.5 Gb/s, the
data indicate that the average delay difference between (DPP,
Excess, SPD) and (DPP, Excess:Share, SPD) is statistically sig-
nificant. As a result, there is a significant benefit using our ex-
cess credit sharing mechanism for the DPP scheduling frame-
work.
2) Observation 2: Since the SPD scheduling policy sorts the

ONUs by propagation delay, the time duration between trans-
mission grants for each ONU will be shortened. As a result, the
queueing delay at each ONU will be reduced. With the DBA
model from Section IV-B, we illustrate this analytically.
For the offline scheduling framework, we obtain by inserting

(21) and (22) in (12)

(13)

Recall from (10) that governs the channel idle time
if ; with (21) and (22), we

thus obtain for

(14)

By ordering ONUs in ascending order by their propagation
delay, SPD minimizes the propagation delay of the first ONU

, and minimizes the propagation delay difference
between subsequent ONUs . As a
result, SPD reduces further than other scheduling methods.
For a presented load of 0.5 Gb/s and maximum propagation
delay of 500 s, (Offline, Limited, LNF) provides an average
packet delay of 61.01 ms, while (Offline, Limited, SPD) pro-
vides an average packet delay of 24.24 ms, a very significant
60% reduction.
3) Observation 3: By analyzing we can illustrate

why the DPP scheduling framework results in average packet
delay that is similar to the online scheduling framework. For
the online scheduling framework, we obtain by inserting (19)
and (20) in (12)

(15)

For the DPP scheduling framework, we obtain for the first
ONU in the first polling group from inserting (25) and
(26) in (12)

(16)

For the subsequent ONUs in the first polling group
, the scheduling dynamics are analogous to

the ONUs with in the offline scheduling framework, and
we consequently obtain the same delay expression as in (14).
For the first ONU in the second polling group ,
we obtain from (25), (26), and (12)

(17)

while the subsequent ONUs in the second polling group
experience effectively the offline scheduling

framework dynamics, i.e., (14). The first square bracketed term
in both (16) and (17) are clearly negative and will diminish the
value of the other two terms in both equations.
Comparing the scheduling notification delay from (16)

and (17) for the DPP scheduling framework with the corre-
sponding delays (15) for the online scheduling framework, we
observe that the first bracketed terms in all equations are neg-
ative. Therefore, unless the GATE signaling delay exceeds the
first bracketed term, the beginning of the upstream transmission
will be determined by the channel available time , and there-

fore, will be a mandatory guard time . The experimental
data indicate that the DPP scheduling framework is allowing
for to be determined by nearly as frequently as the online
scheduling framework, resulting in similar values for . For in-
stance, for a load of 0.5 Gb/s and maximum propagation delay
of 500 s, (Online, Limited) provides an average packet delay
of 22.53 ms while (DPP, Limited, SPD) provides an average
packet delay of 23.28 ms (which is statistically nonsignificantly
larger than the (Online, Limited) delay).
4) Observation 4: Combining the effects of scheduling

framework, grant sizing policy, and scheduling policy leads
to dramatic average packet delay differences. The grant sizing
policy clearly has the strongest impact, but the scheduling
framework and scheduling policy also have significant impact.
For a load of 0.5 Gb/s and maximum propagation delay of 500
s, the average packet delay is 61 ms with (Offline, Limited,
LNF) and only 2.78 ms with (DPP, Excess:Share, SPD), a
reduction by a factor of 22.

D. Maximum Achievable Channel Utilization

Fig. 2 shows the delay values for high loads to determine
the point at which the delay becomes asymptotically unstable
(i.e., the point at which the maximum achievable channel uti-
lization is reached) for the 12 different DBA algorithms for the
three different EPON reach configurations. Those DBA algo-
rithms that used limited grant sizing are in the left column of
the figure and those that used limited with excess grant sizing
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Fig. 2. Stability limit for different combinations of (grant scheduling framework, grant sizing policy, grant scheduling policy) for three different propagation delay
ranges. (a) Limited, 50 s maximum propagation delay (i.e., up to 10 km). (b) Excess, 50 s maximum propagation delay (i.e., up to 10 km). (c) Limited, 250 s
maximum propagation delay (i.e., up to 50 km). (d) Excess, 250 s maximum propagation delay (i.e., up to 50 km). (e) Limited, 500 s maximum propagation
delay (i.e., up to 100 km). (f) Excess, 500 s maximum propagation delay (i.e., up to 100 km).

are in the right column. We summarize and then elaborate on
our primary observations from the experimental data visualized
in Fig. 2.
1) The SPD scheduling policy results in a higher stability
limit than LNF for the offline and OLS scheduling
frameworks. The difference increases dramatically with
increasing maximum propagation delay.

2) The DPP scheduling framework provides the highest sta-
bility limits. Additionally, the scheduling policy loses its
impact on the stability limit when usedwith the DPP sched-
uling framework.

3) The limited with excess distribution grant sizing scheme
provides a stability limit only slightly higher than limited
grant sizing. (Offline, Excess, SPD), which is examined
here for the first time, provides a stability limit slightly
higher than (Online, Limited) and (DPP, {Excess, Ex-
cess:Share}, SPD) provides the highest stability limit.

1) Observation 1: As was illustrated in our discussion of Ob-
servation 2 in Section IV-C, SPD scheduling by ordering ONUs
in ascending order of propagation delay minimizes the value of
the propagation delay of the first ONU and the values of propa-
gation delay differences between subsequent ONUs. As a result,
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SPD scheduling minimizes the values of for the Offline and
OLS scheduling frameworks. As a further result, the channel
utilization

(18)

is maximized each granting cycle by minimizing . For in-
stance, for a maximum propagation delay of 500 s, (Offline,
Limited, LNF) results in a stability limit of 0.62 Gb/s, while
(Offline, Limited, SPD) provides a stability limit of 0.91 Gb/s.
This 290 Mb/s difference is nearly a third of the channel ca-
pacity. This additional channel utilization is sufficient to pro-
vide 10 Mb/s service to 29 additional subscribers.
2) Observation 2: As was illustrated in our discussion of

Observation 3 in Section IV-C, with DPP, the idle time is
determined by the mandatory guard time nearly as often as
with the online scheduling framework. As a result, both sched-
uling frameworks produce similar channel utilization that will
produce the same stability limit. Additionally, the impact of
the subsequent propagation delay differences is diminished, re-
sulting in the scheduling policy having an unnoticeable impact
on the stability limit. For a maximum propagation delay of 500
s, (DPP, Limited, SPD), (Online, Limited), and (DPP, Limited,
LNF) achieve a stability limit of 0.91 Gb/s.
3) Observation 3: Equation (18) clearly indicates that a grant

sizing scheme that produces larger grant sizes will result in
higher channel utilization. Equations (1) and (4) clearly illus-
trate that limited with excess distribution grant sizing will pro-
duce grant sizes that are larger than or equal to those produced
by limited grant sizing. Therefore, limited with excess distribu-
tion grant sizing will result in a channel utilization that is higher
than or equal to that of limited grant sizing. However, increasing
grant sizes through excess distribution is not as significant as
reducing the values through scheduling or enhanced inter-
leaving as with the DPP scheduling framework. For a maximum
propagation delay of 500 s, (Offline, Excess, SPD) results in a
stability limit of 0.92 Gb/s, while (Offline, Limited, SPD) pro-
vides a stability limit of 0.91 Gb/s, only a 10 Mb/s difference.

V. CONCLUSION

The grant scheduling framework has a significant impact
on average packet delay. By enhanced interleaved polling,
granting cycle lengths are shortened given a particular set of
grant sizes thereby reducing queueing delays. Decreased cycle
lengths also increase channel utilization. Therefore, the grant
scheduling framework has a significant impact on channel
utilization as well.
The grant sizing policy has the largest impact on average

packet delay. Larger grant sizes allowmore packets to be served
in a single granting cycle, thereby reducing queueing delay.
However, increasing granting cycle lengths can counteract this
and increase the queueing delay. The limited with excess distri-
bution grant sizing policy allows for larger grant sizes while still
maintaining a fixed upper bound on the granting cycle length.
In contrast to the average packet delay, the grant sizing policy
has a very small impact on the maximum achievable channel
utilization.

The grant scheduling policy also has a significant impact on
average packet delay. Using the SPD scheduling policy mini-
mizes the propagation delay difference between subsequently
polled ONUs. This minimizes the idle time between grants to
these subsequent ONUs and thereby reduces the granting cycle
lengths given a set of grant sizes. The grant scheduling policy
also has a significant impact on the channel utilization as a re-
sult of the decreased cycle lengths.
Overall, our novel enhancement to the DPP scheduling

framework that incorporates a limited with excess distribution
grant sizing policy with excess credit sharing between polling
groups, (DPP, Excess:Share, SPD), provides the overall best
packet delay and maximum achievable channel utilization
performance.
Avenues for future investigations include generalizations of

the DPP scheduling framework to more than two scheduling
groups as well as investigation of multichannel EPONs. An-
other important avenue is to examine the impact of the DBA
design dimensions on delay variations and to explore mecha-
nisms that jointly reduce mean delay as well as delay variations
[39]–[41]. Moreover, the internetworking of EPON access net-
works, which were considered in this study in isolation, with
metro networks, e.g., [42]–[45], poses several open research
challenges for efficient interoperability and bandwidth manage-
ment [46]–[48].

APPENDIX

In this appendix, we formally define the considered grant
scheduling frameworks and specify their scheduling instants

and the GATE signaling times .

A. Online Scheduling Framework

The granted transmission window for the th ONU in
granting cycle is scheduled upon receipt of its REPORT
message at the end of its granted transmission window for
granting cycle . Therefore,

(19)

Only a single ONU is polled at . Therefore,

(20)

assuming that the ONUs are initially polled by their
ONU number.

B. Offline Scheduling Framework
The schedule for the entire granting cycle is produced when

the REPORTmessage is received from the last ONU to transmit
upstream during granting cycle . Therefore,

(21)

Subsequently, all GATE messages are sent back-to-back

(22)

is determined by the scheduling policy (discussed in
Section II-C).
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C. OLS Scheduling Framework

The OLS scheduling framework [14] is directly cou-
pled to limited with excess distribution grant sizing (see
Section II-B.1). An ONU’s load status determines when its
granted transmission window in granting cycle is sched-
uled. If it is underloaded, its granted transmission window is
scheduled upon receipt of its REPORT message at the end
of its granted transmission window for granting cycle .
Otherwise, its granted transmission window is scheduled when
the REPORT message is received from the last ONU
during granting cycle . Thus,

(23)

(24)

is lower bounded by for ONUs in and
upper bounded by for ONUs in . Further, is
influenced by for ONUs in and determined by
the scheduling policy for ONUs in .

D. DPP Scheduling Framework

ONUs are divided evenly into two polling groups; the first
half in polling group 1 and the second half

in polling group 2. Each polling group
is scheduled independently. The schedule for the entire granting
cycle for a polling group is produced when the REPORT mes-
sage is received from the last ONU for that polling group during
granting cycle . Therefore,

(25)

The ONUs in a polling group are notified back-to-back.
Therefore,

(26)

Here, is determined by the scheduling policy within each
group. A lower bound on for the ONUs in group 2 is

.
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